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Revelations of the Avatar(*) Vyasadeva, who compiled all the Vedic Scriptures, [from
the Vedas, the original holy scriptures also called “the true gospel”], wrote, composed
the texts, divided the different chapters, formed the many branches, and wrote
commentaries on a very large part of Srimad-Bhagavatam, [Words of wisdom, the
wisdom of God], in order to explain the levels the highest of absolute truth. This
masterful work which is the ripe fruit of knowledge brings about the highest spiritual
realization and understanding of ultimate reality, absolute truth or Krishna, God, the
Supreme Person. He made knowledge more accessible and understandable to the
multitude, and especially to those with a low intellectual level, and above all revealed
Krishna, God, the Supreme Person as He really is.

The prophecies of which I reveal the content below, are of Sukadeva Gosvami, great
wise scholar, great authority in matters of spirituality, also called “father of religion”.
He is the son of Avatar Vyasadeva, and received the teaching of Srimad-Bhagavatam
from his father while he was still in his mother's womb. Its revelations depict future
events which will take place on earth until the end of the present age and then
continue in the ages to come, and evoke the future of our galaxy.

Data revealed in the four chapters below. below

Predictions concerning the degeneration of human civilization in the continuation
of time, until the end of the present age.

Kalki, the Avatar to come, the expected Messiah.

The future Manus or fathers of mankind, and the future appearances of Krishna,
God, the Supreme Person, in the guise of Visnu or Avatars.

In truth, the process of creation and annihilation of the galaxy is endless. This is
why there is no final end of the world.

(*) [Avatar, literally: who descends. God, one of his plenary emanations or one of his representatives,
"descended" from the spiritual world into the material universe to accomplish a particular mission or to restore
the principles of religion]
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Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, is Absolute Truth.

Consciously or unconsciously, all human beings seek existential Truth. One who
becomes fully aware of Krishna can attain Absolute Truth, for Lord Krishna and
Absolute Truth are One.

Let us understand that a relative truth cannot remain true in the three phases of
eternal time: the past, the present and the future. Now, whether in the past, present
or future, Lord Krishna remains the Absolute Truth, and the One Absolute without a
second.

The entire material cosmos is under the control of supreme time, in its aspects of
past, present and future. Krishna exists before creation, at the time of creation
everything rests in Him, and when creation ends, He alone remains forever. It is, and
therefore remains, the Absolute Truth at all times and under all circumstances. If
there is any truth in this world, know that it emanates from the Supreme Truth, from
Lord Krishna. Krishna is therefore the Source of all relative truths.

In truth, time is the manifestation of the Supreme Lord, Krishna, intended to remind
us that we are to surrender to Him.

By this book “Prophecies”, the Lord wants to reveal the events as they will unfold in
the continuation of time, that is to say until the end of the current age on the one
hand, and on the other hand re-establish the truth about the Divine Person who will
be the “Messiahs”, by revealing his Name, his true supreme origin and specifying the
role that He will be brought to exercise. He thus wants to annihilate all false
revelations or false words.

Predictions concerning the degeneration of human civilization in
the course of time, until the end of the present age

Avatar Vyasadeva, knowing the past, present and future, knows in advance the
disturbances that will mark the present black age.

Invisible forces act in the course of time, and disturb it. Such troubles appear on earth
at different ages. Because liberated, great sages like Avatar Vyasadeva can clearly see
the past and the future. Thus could He know in advance the upheavals to come in the
kali age, the dark ages, and take the necessary steps so that human beings could
gradually reach, even in this dark age, the perfection of existence. People take too
much interest in materialism, ephemeral matter, and in their ignorance, they are
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incapable of knowing the true values of life, and of receiving the light of spiritual
knowledge.

Lord Vyasadeva, Master of perfect knowledge, was able, thanks to his divine vision,
to observe the devastating effects of this dark age on all material things. He began to
meditate on how to serve the best interests of all human beings, regardless of their
social class, and their spiritual level or gradual stage in spiritual elevation and
realization.

The invisible forces of time act with such power that sooner or later they make all
material things sink into oblivion. However, during the Iron Age, the last cycle of four
ages, the quality of material objects suffers even more from the deterioration of time.
The duration of existence of the body of matter as well as the memory, decrease
considerably for the human being. Matter also restricts its gifts. The earth does not
produce as much grain as it did in ages past. The cow no longer gives as much milk,
and also reduces the production of fruits and vegetables, so that all living beings,
humans and animals, are insufficiently nourished, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. And for lack of all these vital necessities, the lifespan is naturally
reduced, the memory shortened, the intelligence impoverished, the relations
between the beings are charged with hypocrisy, suspicion, mistrust, indifference,
cynicism, And so on.

Avatar Vyasadeva could foresee all this from his divine vision, like the great sage
Sukadeva Gosvami his son, and all those who see through the holy scriptures that we
call “liberated souls”. They, too, know how to predict the future of mankind, because
of the keen vision of their spiritual elevation. Moreover, all these spiritualists or
spiritual masters, who are quite naturally devotees of the Lord always burn to act for
the good of humanity, of which they are the true friends, unlike pseudo-rulers,
unable to foresee what will happen. will arrive in five minutes.

The current kali age, iron age, black age does not spare rulers any more than ordinary
human beings, they too are unfortunate and no longer have faith in the spiritual truth.
It is needless to add that they are constantly beset by various diseases, which did not
exist in previous ages. The conditions were not that bad there. On the other hand,
the human beings of the present age increase their misfortune by refusing to meet
the spiritual masters who represent Lord Vyasadeva and who, walking in his footsteps,
have no personal motive, and are devoted only to their coming. help, wherever they
are and whatever stages or levels of spiritual elevation they may have reached.

They are the true philanthropists. They represent Lord Vyasadeva, and spread their
mission. Their only desire, to deliver fallen souls, in order to bring them back to the
Lord, to their original home, in the kingdom of God.
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Prophecies for the age of Kali, the present age, also called the age iron, the
dark age or the dark age, the age of discord, hypocrisy, strife, indifference,
decay and sin.

Warning from the Lord.

Why when God gives signs to men, such as covid-19, they just do not want to listen to
him, follow him and put into practice his word and his teaching?

The Supreme Eternal says: If they will not believe you or be convinced by the first
miracle, then this one will convince them. If they do not believe even these two signs
and do not listen to your voice, you will take water from the Nile… which will become
blood on the dry land.
(Exodus 4.8)

They listen to your words, but do not put them into practice.
(Ezekiel 33.32)

As the rain and the snow come down from the heavens and do not return there
without having watered, made the earth fruitful, and caused the plants to germinate,
without having given seed to the sower and bread to him who eats, so also is My
word, which goes out of My mouth. It does not return to Me without effect, without
having carried out My will and accomplished My purposes.
(Isaiah 55: 10-11)

I will punish the world for their wickedness, and the wicked for their iniquities. I will
put an end to the pride of the haughty, and I will bring down the arrogance of the
tyrants.
(Isaiah: 13.11)

The future is in My hands.
(Isaiah 44.26)

Let all the earth fear the Lord. Let all the inhabitants of the world tremble before Him,
for He says, and it happens, He commands, and it exists.
(Psalms 33: 8-9)

Disobedience to God, rejection of his laws, his words and his teaching are at
the origin of the deterioration and degeneration of human civilization.

The age of kali begins with the killing of terrestrial and aquatic animals in
slaughterhouses, fish ponds, aquaculture, on the open sea and elsewhere, and with
the consumption of meat, fish and fish. egg. That is why, if we want to avoid the
influence of this kali age, this dark age, we have to get rid of these bad habits.

The kali age or the dark age has four poisons.
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The first is the consumption of meat, fish and eggs, represented by slaughterhouse
priests, butchers and fishmongers, who are kali's friends. The second is the producer
of alcoholic beverages. The third is the player or the owner of the gambling dens, and
the fourth is the patron of the brothels.

5,000 years ago, Avatar Vyasadeva, the author and compiler du “Srimad-
Bhagavatam”, “Words of Wisdom, the wisdom of God”, foreshadowed the setbacks
of the dark age we live in now, the age of kali, the era of discord and hypocrisy. This
sublime work reports many events that should occur in the future. So Srimad-
Bhagavatam is called a revealed scripture, and its author a liberated being, who
knows the past, present and future. This text therefore contains many predictions:
the advent of Buddha, that of Kalki and of Lord Chaitanya.

The 12th Song of Srimad-Bhagavatam therefore begins with a prophecy from the
great sage Sukadeva Gosvami, relating to the fallen kings of the earth, who will be
born during the Kali age. This age begins around the year 3000 BC, and lasts 432,000
years. Then the great sage Sukadeva Gosvami describes the many faults of our era.

All the good qualities of man gradually deteriorate, and his vices increase
proportionately. Various “religions” atheists are emerging, replacing the Vedic
spirituality [of the Vedas, the original holy scriptures]. Kings look like highway robbers,
people engage in vile professions, and upper social classes are disappearing. Atheism,
the insignificance of all things, devotion to the stomach and genitals are very evident
in this Kali age. Beings defiled by his influence no longer worship the Supreme Lord,
God, although the chanting of his Holy Names and his refuge may free them from all
bondage and enable them to reach the supreme destination.

In summary, this age is like an ocean where vice and evil reign supreme in many
forms. However, there is a solution, the chanting of the Holy Name of Krishna: Hare
Krishna, hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, hare hare / hare Rama, hare Rama, Rama
Rama, hare hare, this wonderful song heals us from the infection caused. by the kali
age, the iron age, the black age, the age of decadence.

Symptoms or signs of the kali age.

By the relentless force of time, each day increases the decline of spirituality, veracity,
cleanliness [purity], mercy, mercy, duration of life, physical strength and memory.

During this age, the principles of spirituality, veracity, purity, mercy, mercy, duration
of life, physical strength and memory, to disappear completely, or almost.

The age of kali is preceded by three other ages. The Golden Age or the Age of Purity
and Truth which lasts 1,728,000 years, the Silver Age lasts 1,296,000 years, and the
Copper Age lasts 864,000 years.

The age of kali is therefore the culmination of a cycle of four ages during which
human longevity gradually decreases. From 100,000 years old at the onset of the
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golden age, it goes up to 10,000 years old, then to 1,000 years old, and finally to 100
years old at the onset of the kali age, the present age. Already, on average, a man
only lives seventy years, and the day will come when a man of thirty will be taken for
an old man.

Another symptom of Kali's age is the decline in memory. Today, in fact, we can see
how easily people tend to forget. You can tell them the same thing every day, they'll
forget it anyway. There is also a decrease in physical strength, a phenomenon easily
verifiable, because no one is unaware that our ancestors had a more solid physical
constitution. All these signs of decay, decrease in physical strength, memory and
longevity, so the Lord predicted them.

The Kali Age is also characterized by a decline in spirituality. So to speak, in this age,
there is no longer even a question of religion, it does not interest anyone and
everywhere we see churches and temples being closed. All of this therefore
corresponds to a decline in spirituality.

Truthfulness, purity and leniency are no exception to this rule either. In the past, a
man was ready to forgive an insult or an affront.

Arjuna [Krishna's friend, disciple and devotee] is the best example of this. Although
he had suffered greatly from the intrigues of his enemies, he communicated to
Krishna on the battlefield of kuruksetra his desire not to take revenge in bloody
combat.

But these days we kill each other at the slightest argument, that's the sad truth. And
likewise compassion is on the way out. Soon we will be able to assassinate someone
in public without anyone intervening or getting upset, it is already happening today.

So spirituality, probity, purity, mercy, compassion, lifespan, physical strength and
memory will gradually diminish and such symptoms remind us that the age of kali is
progressing alarmingly.

During the age of kali, a man's worth and social standing will be judged according to
his wealth.

In the past, however, a man was considered according to his spiritual elevation. A
holy man, a sage, was honored for his knowledge of the spiritual, and because he was
aware of the supreme spiritual reality.

But today, in the age we live in, there are no longer any true sages, authentic spiritual
guides and masters, for men are usurping the title by claiming a hereditary right [the
caste system]. In the past, of course, inheritance rights were also important, but it
was by his conduct that the true worth of a man was judged.

Anyone born into a family of spiritual guides or administrator warriors should behave
as a spiritual guide or administrator warrior. And it was the king's duty to see that no
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one usurped his position. In other words, we judged a person's respectability to their
culture, education and behavior.

But nowadays with money you can get anything. Anyone, no matter how unsavory,
will enjoy the respect of others if they have money, no matter how they earned it.
When it comes to culture or education, these criteria are no longer taken into
account in the age of kali, the black age, the current age.

Other symptoms of this age, religious principles and justice will have to submit to
temporal power.

It is enough for a man to have a certain influence for him to be granted all the
privileges. We can be the last of the ungodly and be proclaimed a saint by buying
priests. It is therefore money that makes a man's worth, not his real qualities.

Marriage will only be based on a fleeting affection, and in order to be successful in
business it will be necessary to deceive others

Marital relations today are based on mutual attraction and it only takes a boy and a
girl like to decide to get married straight away. No one cares about the future of
young people. Such a union frequently leads to dissatisfaction and even divorce six
months later. All this because marriage is based only on superficial attraction, not on
deep understanding.

In India, parents consulted the stars before uniting their children. Astrological
calculations on the past, present and future of the latter allowed them to ensure the
perfect harmony of the future spouses so that they live peacefully and help each
other to perfect their spiritual life, which was finally worth returning with God, in
their original home. This is how marriage is conceived.

But today, if a middle-aged boy and girl like each other, they get married… but one or
the other will be gone some time later. Such unions have no value, but it is said that
in this Kali age, marriage is all about mutual attraction. One day we love each other
and the next day we don't want to see each other anymore. Sad truth. Such a
marriage therefore has no value.

Then comes another characteristic of this age: The man and the woman will remain
united as long as the sexual attraction lasts, and the pure and intelligent men, the
wise ones, do not will distinguish only by their sacred thread.

The pure and intelligent men, the wise spiritual guides, are indeed offered a sacred
thread which qualifies them as “twice born”, but today anyone thinks they have
become a wise scholar by simply wearing the sacred thread, no matter if one behaves
like an outcast. No one realizes that a wise scholar has enormous responsibilities. We
imagine that to become a wise scholar it is enough to buy a sacred thread for ten
centimes. As for marital relations, they will be based on a mutual physical attraction,
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but at the slightest sexual disagreement, the feelings of the spouses will lose their
force.

The poor will not have the right to justice, and any talker will be declared a great
philosopher

No agent, no justice, it is the law, this is the age of kali. Now you only have to buy the
judges and judgment is in your favor. But if you don't have the money, then don't go
to court. As for fine talkers, no matter what they say, they are considered great
scholars, even if no one understands a word of what they say. If you speak in
incomprehensible jargon, people will exclaim, “what genius”. And it is today. So many
impostors take up the pen, and we see their supporters justify a total
incomprehension of alleged masterpieces by “that is inexplicable”, “that is superior”,
“that is insane”.

It will be a dishonor not to live in opulence, while an individual puffed up with pride
will hypocritically pass for a pious being. Marriage will be based on an arbitrary and
superficial arrangement, and it will suffice to take a bath to believe yourself perfectly
clean and attractive.

The mere fact of going to the edge of some distant river will constitute a holy
pilgrimage. The man will be very handsome with long hair.

See the accuracy of Sukadeva Gosvami's predictions. Who would have suspected that
men would start to wear long hair?

And yet the great sage Sukadeva Gosvami prophesies that some men will keep their
hair long.

To be recognized, a place of pilgrimage must be far from the place where we live. The
Ganges for example crosses Calcutta, but no one will take a bath in this part of the
river. They will prefer to go to Hardwar, although it is the same Ganges that flows
from this remote place, into the Bay of Bengal. People will prefer to go through all
kinds of tribulations to go swimming in Hardwar because it is a place of pilgrimage.
Thus, each religion has its place of pilgrimage. Muslims go to Mecca and Medina,
Christians go to Jerusalem, and likewise Hindus believe that they must travel very far
to find the place of pilgrimage.

In reality, the holy land is a place where one can meet holy beings, wise scholars. So
this is the true definition of a place of pilgrimage. It is not a question of traveling ten
thousand kilometers to take a plunge and then return home.

Other symptoms of this decadent age: Man will only live for his stomach, and the
necessary statements by their daring character will be accepted as absolute truth.
The man who can properly assume the charge of a family will be considered an
exceptional being, and his piety will be measured by the good reputation he has
earned in the world.
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Anyone who can put together a sumptuous menu will consider themselves perfectly
happy. People who are hungry and have nothing to eat will have all their desires
fulfilled if they can feast on just one day a year.

Any smooth talker will be regarded as a messenger of truth. Then you will be
“someone” if you know how to provide for all the needs of your family.

It will be a very difficult ordeal. But in fact, we've already come to this point. Carrying
out a wife and two children is now such a burden that you no longer even want to get
married.

The following prediction describes what will happen when the whole population has
thus been poisoned by the poison of the Kali Age.

Whether he is a pure and intelligent man like the wise scholar, an administrator
leader or a warrior, a trader or a peasant, a manual worker or a tramp, it does not
matter, whoever succeeds in obtaining the most votes in the elections will seize of
power.

On the old days, the system was that only a leading administrator could occupy the
royal throne, and not a wise scholar, merchant, or laborer. But today, in the age of
Kali, there is no longer either an executive director or a wise scholar.

Democracy has been established. So anyone can become a head of state if they can
muster enough votes in favor of them in an election, one way or another. Even if he is
a proud rascal, he will nevertheless be able to occupy the supreme and glorious post
of head of state.

The Lord gives a description of these leaders:

the rulers will oppress the citizens so much that they will abandon their families and
their possessions to head for the hills and forests.

Thus the men who obtain a post in the government by the system of votes are, for
the most part, only ambitious upstarts whose only concern is to exploit the people. It
is easy to see, in truth, that each year the government raises taxes or various
increasingly heavy taxes, and that all the money which it collects thus goes to line the
pockets of all this scoundrel, while the citizens carry on. to languish under the same
conditions, this is true of all governments.

People will be harassed until the day they want to leave everything, their family life,
their wives and their property, to take refuge in the hills or in the depths of the
woods. However, this phenomenon is also well known today.

In summary, the great sage Sukadeva Gosvami compares the age of kali to an ocean
where vice and evil reign supreme in many forms and which no one can overcome,
just as it would be futile even for the most skilful swimmer, wanting to cross the
Atlantic.
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Kali's age suffers from so many anomalies that there seems to be no cure. However,
there is a solution. Indeed, by humming the song of the Holy Names of Krishna, “Hare
Krishna, hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, hare hare / hare Rama, hare Rama, Rama
Rama, hare hare, we will be cured of the infection caused by this age of kali.”

The great sage Sukadeva Gosvami says: “My dear king, although this age of kali is an
ocean of faults, it nevertheless has a great quality; Simply by humming the song of the
Holy Names of Krishna, ‘Haré Krishna’, one can break free from material bonding and
be promoted to the spiritual realm.”

Now, human life is particularly intended for spiritual realization. Man must be able to
discover during his existence his own nature as that of the world around him and of
Absolute Truth. Human birth offers the means to put an end to all the setbacks and
sufferings born in the material universe of the struggle for life, and to return to God,
his eternal home.

But because they receive unhealthy education, men no longer have any interest in
spiritual achievement. Even if they come in its vicinity, then they most often fall
victim to misguided masters, false spiritual guides.

In the present age still, men are confronted with a number of divergent political
creeds, and also with an infinity of entertainments inciting to the sensual pleasure,
like the cinema, the sports, the games, the nightclubs, the shops materialistic books,
bad company, smoking, drinking alcohol, cheating, pilfering, quarreling… All of which
they become victims of and which make their minds constantly troubled and filled
with anguish.

Always in this age, unscrupulous beings concoct their own religion, their own way of
salvation, without taking into account the holy scriptures revealed. It is not
uncommon for men, attached to the pleasure of their senses, to allow themselves to
be attracted by their propaganda. As a result, many ungodly deeds are performed in
the name of religion, which prevent men from finding peace of mind, such as health
of body.

The wise scholar and spiritual guide no longer exists, student life is utterly degraded,
the heads of families no longer follow the norms relating to social class, as well as
spiritual principles. The so-called renouncers, the hermits, the wandering monks, who
sometimes become these heads of families, are easily deviated from the right path.

The age of Kali is also characterized by the absence of faith that reigns there. Men are
no longer interested in spiritual values, the whole of civilization is based on the
satisfaction of the senses. And to maintain this materialist civilization, nations have
created very complex systems, the causes of constant struggles, in which are linked
hot and cold “wars”. Human values have deteriorated so much that it has become
extremely difficult to revive the spiritual consciousness of men.
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They will kill the fetus in the mother's womb, men will marry men and women will
marry women. The heroes will be murdered and the wise persecuted

They will feed the cows with meat, the farmers will leave the countryside and
become workers. Many will not have a job and will have to beg. Thieves will become
kings, and kings will be thieves. The rulers will confiscate the property and use it
dishonestly. They will cease to protect the people.

Men of lower social classes who have acquired a certain amount of knowledge
(without having the virtues necessary to use it) will be esteemed as wise. Many
people will lose their roots and wander from one country to another. Predatory
animals will be more violent. People will prefer to choose wrong ideas, no one will be
able to trust anyone. People will be envious.

There will be many children who will be born with a life expectancy of no more than
16 years. People suffering from hunger and fear will find refuge in underground
shelters. Young girls will trade in their virginity. The merchants will do dishonest
business.

There will be a lot of beggars and jobless people. People will speak violent and vulgar
language. Men will devote themselves to making money, and the richest will hold
power. Heads of state will no longer protect the people, but, with taxes, will
appropriate all the wealth. Water will run out.

The present age is also called the age of deterioration.

In relation to the three ages which preceded it, the present age, the age of kali, the
iron age, the black age or dark age, is considered to be the age of deterioration,
because only a quarter of religious principles remain. This age of decadence will be
continually diminished by the constantly growing principles of irreligion (the four
pillars of which are; lies, violence, dissatisfaction and strife), atheism, and will
ultimately be destroyed.

Throughout the Iron Age, people will be greedy, rude, ruthless, and fight each other
for no good reason. Unhappy and obsessed with material desires, the human beings
of this dark age will almost all come from the lowest social class, that of workers,
craftsmen, artists, and will be like barbarians.

When there is a predominance of cheating, lying, laziness, drowsiness, violence,
depression, lamentation, bewilderment, fear and poverty, we are in iron age, the age
when the mode of influence is ignorance.

Due to the bad qualities of the Kali Age or Iron Age, human beings will become short-
sighted, unhappy, gluttonous, lustful (which has an excessive fondness for carnal
pleasures, lust), and stricken with poverty. Women, become shameless, will roam
freely from one man to another.
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Cities will be dominated by thieves, the Vedas, the original holy scriptures will be
contaminated by the speculative interpretations of atheists, the politicians will
virtually consume the citizens, the so-called priests and intellectuals will be devotees
of their wombs and their genitals. We are seeing this situation all over the world
today, we are already seeing the beginnings of it.

Those who want to learn the celibate life anchored in continence will fail to fulfill
their vows and will generally become unclean, the heads of families will become
beggars. Those who decide to give up family and social life in order to achieve
spiritual realization, will live in villages, and those who choose to live as a hermit,
renouncing materialism will become greedy for wealth.

Women will become much more small, they will eat too much, have more children
than they can take care of properly, and lose all shyness. Human beings will always
speak harshly and display theft, deception and unrestrained daring.

Businessmen will engage in petty trade and earn their money by cheating. Even when
there is no emergency, people will consider any degraded occupation to be quite
acceptable.

Servants will abandon a master who has lost his wealth, even if that master is a holy
person of exemplary character. Masters will abandon an incapable servant, even if
the servant has been in the family for generations. Cows will be abandoned or killed
when they stop giving milk.

In the Iron Age, men will be miserable and controlled by women. They will reject their
fathers, brothers, other relatives and friends and instead associate with the sisters
and brothers of their wives. Thus their conception of friendship will be based
exclusively on sexual ties.

Uneducated men will accept charity in the name of the Lord and earn a living by
demonstrating austerity and wearing a beggar's robe. Those who know nothing about
religion will rise to a high seat and pretend to speak of religious principles.

During this dark time, spirits will always be restless. People will become emaciated
from famine and taxes, and will always be troubled by fear of drought. They will lack
adequate clothing, food and drink, will be unable to rest, have sex, or bathe properly,
and will have no ornaments to decorate their bodies. In fact, the beings of this Dark
Age will gradually appear as ghostly and haunted or possessed creatures.

Men will develop hatred for each other, even for a few coins. Abandoning all friendly
relations, they will be ready to lose their lives and even kill their own parents. They
will no longer protect their elderly parents, children or respectable wives. Completely
degraded, they will only worry about satisfying their own bellies and genitals.

In the era of kali, the era of decadence, people's intelligence will be hijacked by
atheism, and they will hardly ever offer sacrifice to Krishna, God, the Supreme Person,
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who is the Supreme Spiritual Master of the universe. Although the great personalities
who control the three worlds all bow down to the lotus-like feet (formula of respect)
of the Supreme Lord, the petty and miserable human beings of this Iron Age will not.

Terrified and on the verge of death, a man collapses on his bed. Although his voice
weakens and he is barely aware of what he is saying, if he pronounces the holy name
of the Supreme Lord, Krishna, he can be freed from the reaction of his fruitful activity
and attain the supreme destination, the kingdom of God. But people of the present
age will still not worship the Supreme Lord.

Therefore, strive with all your might to fix Supreme Lord Krishna in your heart.
Maintain this focus on the Lord, and at the time of death you will certainly reach the
ultimate destination.

The Kali Age or the Apocalypse

The Christians give it the name of Apocalypse and the Krishna Consciousness
Movement gives it the name of the Kali Age, the Iron Age, the dark age, the age of
decadence. This era that began 5,000 years ago and lasts for 432,000 years is the
most terrible time ever.

The Kali Age continues for 432,000 years, of which only 5,000 years have passed. So
there are 427,000 years to come. Of these 427,000 years, the 10,000 years of the
sankirtana or chanting of the Holy Names movement of Krishna, God, the Supreme
Person, inaugurated by Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, the Golden Avatar 500 years
ago, provides fallen souls with the age of kali the opportunity to join the Krishna
consciousness movement, and to sing this wonderful hymn “Haré Krishna”. They can
thus be freed from the grip of material existence and return to their original home, to
God. These 10,000 years will extend until the year 11516 after Jesus Christ, then the
degeneration will accelerate.

Other prediction.

This is that of the advent of Kalki, an Avatar who must appear at the conjunction of
two cycles, that is to say at the time when the age of kali, ours, and when a new age
begins, the golden age or the age of virtue and of truth.

The four ages; the Satya or the Golden Age, the Treta or the Silver Age, the Dvapara
or the Copper Age and the Kali or the Iron Age, indeed follow one another like the
months of the calendar. The Kali Age, in which we live today, lasts 432,000 years, of
which only 5,000 years have passed, since it began after the Battle of Kuruksetra, at
the end of Maharaja Pariksit's reign. So there are still 427,000 years to go.

This past time will come the Avatar Kalki or the Messiah of Jews and Christians, as
prophesied by the great sage sukadeva Gosvami, who even mentions the name of his
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father, Visnu Yasa, who will be a wise scholar, a pure man, and the name of his village,
Sambhala.

These words will be verified in time and place, one after another. Such is the
authority of “Srimad-Bhagavatam”.

If the revealed scriptures take care to mention the name of an Avatar, it is so that one
can detect false “incarnations divine”, invented from scratch by fanciful little
intelligence. We cannot therefore consider someone to be the Avatar of the Lord, if
the name of his father as well as his place of “birth” are nowhere mentioned in the
authentic writings.

The bhagavata Purana, sacred book, for example predicts the advent of Avatar Kalki
in just under four hundred thousand years, 400,000 years, and also gives his father's
name as well than that of the village where it should appear. Therefore, no sane
being can accept a shoddy Avatar, unacknowledged, or whose name is not
mentioned in the authentic holy scriptures.

Avatar Kalki, the Divine Messiah, is that formidable figure who must annihilate the
mass of atheistic beings born during the Kali Age. Today, while we are still only at the
beginning of the Iron Age, many principles contrary to religion are already in force,
and as this dark age progresses, many other pseudo-principles. religious will not fail
to be introduced into society.

People will forget the true religious principles, enunciated by Lord Krishna, before the
beginning of the kali age, which demand the surrender of oneself to one's Divine
Anybody. Unfortunately, because of the age of kali, people without understanding
will not surrender to God.

Even the majority of those who claim to observe the Vedic religion [of the Vedas, the
original holy scriptures] oppose in fact to the principles of the vedas, the revealed
writings. They invent a new form of religious principles every day and claim to justify
themselves that any path also leads to liberation.

Atheists generally say that each of the hundreds and thousands of different opinions
that circulate constitutes a valid principle of religion in the Vedas, and the influence
of such philosophical views will only increase as the Kali Age progresses.

In the last phase of this age, Avatar Kalki, the Messiah, the dreaded manifestation of
Kesava [one of the countless Names of Krishna], God, the Supreme Person, descends
into this world to annihilate atheists. He will only save the devotees of the Lord.

The Kali Age, which began 5,000 years ago, which sees conflict, ignorance, irreligion
and vice abound, where true virtue has all but disappeared, lasts for 432,000 years. In
this dark age, immorality increases to such an extent that in the end the Supreme
Lord appears in person, in the form of Avatar Kalki, to defeat demonic and atheist
beings, save his devotees, and inaugurate a new age, the golden age.
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Then the cycle of four ages begins again.

The great sage Sukadeva Gosvami also offers a description of the four Avatars who
descend during these four ages.

He of the Golden Age has a white complexion, that of the Silver Age a red complexion,
and those of the Copper Age and the Iron Age a blue-black complexion, even if it
happens exceptionally that the Avatar of the age of kali takes on a yellow complexion.

Then, at the end of the Kali age, the present era, when God will no longer be spoken
of, even in the dwellings of the so-called wise men and respectable men of the three
upper social classes, when the power of the government will have passed into the
hands of ministers from the lowest strata of society, that of the workers or even
more vile, and when everything has been forgotten about the accomplishment of the
sacrifices, until the invocations that accompany them, then the Lord will appear like
the Master of Punishment.

The minds of those who are alive at the end of the Kali Age, the Iron Age, the Dark
Age, will awaken and become crystal clear. Men will be changed into virtuous beings.
Then a new humanity of new human beings will emerge, who will follow and apply
the precepts and laws of God.

All things will be restored and restored to their entirety to their original state. At the
end of the cycle of the dark age, the iron age, will give way to a new era, that of
virtue and truth, also called the golden age.

Kalki, the Avatar to come, the awaited Messiah.

Prophecy of Brahma concerning the coming of the Lord.

Brahma is the first being created in our galaxy, and so it is for all galaxies. He receives
from the Supreme Lord the power to create everything in the galaxy, of which he is
the main ruler. He is placed in this position by Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, the
Sovereign Lord.

Addressing his son, the great sage Narada Muni, Brahma said: “Then, at the end of
the kali age, the iron age, when we will no longer speak of God, even in the homes of
so-called wise men and respectable men of the three upper social classes, when the
power of government will have passed into the hands of ministers from the lowest
layers of society, that of the workers or others more vile still, and when we have
forgotten everything about the accomplishment of the sacrifices, until the invocations
which accompany them, then the Lord will appear as the master punishment”.

These words depict the most dire symptoms or signs that will mark the last phase of
our era or age, the age of kali, that of discord, quarrels, hypocrisy, indifference,
decadence and sin, and all beings will place themselves under the sign of atheism.
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Then even the so-called pure men and those of the so-called upper social classes,
who are generally known as “two-times-born”, all will become atheists. As a result, all
will forget until the Holy Name of the Lord, what to say then of his divine acts.

The highest layers of society made up first of the intelligent men who make the
future, then by the leaders who watch over the law and its application, and finally by
those who produce and contribute to the development of society, must master the
knowledge related to the Supreme Lord, and know in all truth his Name, his
Attributes, his Entertainment, his entourage, his Avatars, as well as all that relates to
his Personality.

The real criterion by which men of great holiness and members of the upper classes
of society recognize themselves lies in their knowledge of the science of God, and not
in some hereditary status or some other material contingency, which is attached to
the body.

Such designations ascribed to himself by a man ignorant of the science of God and
the practice of devotional service are no better than adornments on a corpse. When
society is invaded by these decorated corpses, innumerable anomalies develop that
disturb the normal and peaceful course of an existence centered on the improvement
of the human being. The lack of education or culture of the upper social classes,
relating to the science of God, deprives them of any quality to deserve the title of
“two-times-born”.

Many passages from the holy scriptures reveal the deep meaning of this second birth,
and this subject reminds us once again that the fruit of the union of a man and a
woman corresponds only to the “animal” birth. But such a birth, as well as the
refinement of activities also called animal, that is to say eating, sleeping, mating and
defending oneself, going in concert with the total absence of an authentic spiritual
evolution, corresponds to a worker existence, or in more explicit terms, the
uncultivated way of life of the lower strata of society.

In the age of Kali, the power of government will be transferred to the hands of these
uneducated and atheists, while government ministers will be low-level men with no
real education. No one can expect to find peace and prosperity in a society made up
of such individuals. The characteristic development of this human-animal society is a
topical phenomenon that leaders must take into account. It is their duty to try to
restore social order by establishing the principles of life worthy of twice-born men
and versed in the science of divine consciousness. How to achieve this?

By spreading the teaching that Avatar Vyasadeva is spreading through Srimad-
Bhagavatam, the wisdom of God, to the whole world

When society falls into decay, the Lord appears in the person of Avatar Kalki and
mercilessly annihilate all demonic beings.
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Brahma continues: “At the beginning of creation, there is only austerity, myself and
the Prajapatis or ancestors of humanity, the great sages who have the duty to
procreate. Then, in the course of this creation, appear Visnu, the empowered celestial
beings and the kings of the various planets.

But in the end, irreligion manifests itself, then come Siva and the angry atheists. But
all of them are only various manifestations of the energy of the Lord, the Master of all
powers”.

The energy of the Lord is at the origin of the material world. It manifests itself at the
beginning of creation by the austerity of Brahma, succeeded by the nine Prajapatis,
the fathers of mankind, known to be great sages.

In the course of creation, we then see the devotional service offered to Visnu appear,
which represents true spirituality, the different celestial beings as well as the kings of
the various planets, who watch over the world. Finally, when the destruction of the
galaxy approaches, it is first the principle of irreligion that emerges, then Siva and the
irascible atheists. However, all of them embody only various manifestations of the
Supreme Lord.

Thus, Brahma, Visnu and Mahadeva (Siva) represent the three gunas [the three
attributes and modes of influence of material nature; virtue, passion and ignorance].
Visnu reigns over virtue, Brahma over passion, and Siva over ignorance.

In conclusion, material creation is only a temporary manifestation designed to allow
conditioned souls, prisoners of this material world, to reach liberation. The latter will
be more accessible to one who establishes himself in virtue, thus placing himself
under the aegis of Visnu. Through the adoption of spiritual principles, he will then rise
to the kingdom of God, never to return to this grim material world again.

When Lord Krishna appears in a galaxy, light appears, He leaves it, and
darkness comes.

From the day that Krishna the Supreme Lord left the earth in his own original form,
Kali, the iron age or the dark age, the age of discord, hypocrisy, strife, from
indifference, decadence and sin, which had hitherto been barely visible, displayed all
its creative power from the darkest conditions for those who lack true knowledge.

The influence of kali is only imposed on those who have not fully developed their
awareness of God. It is therefore possible to neutralize its hold, placing oneself
entirely under the supreme protection of the Sovereign Lord.

The Kali Age had started just after the Battle of Kuruksetra, but he was unable to
exert his influence due to the presence of the Lord. The latter, however, came to
leave the planet in his spiritual and absolute body, after which the features of the
Iron Age began to appear.
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The present epoch is marked by the features of the Iron Age, the Dark Age, whose
influence began to be felt at the time of the battle of Kuruksetra, about 5,000 ago
years, five thousand years, and the authoritative original scriptures teach us that this
era, the dark age, must continue for another 427,000 years.

The traits specific to kali are: Avarice, duplicity, deception, diplomatic maneuvers,
nepotism, violence and so on, are already quite in vogue today, and no one can
imagine what tomorrow has in store for us with the growing influence of the Iron Age,
until the day of destruction. We already know that Kali is directing his influence
towards the so-called civilized disbelievers, and beings enjoying the protection of the
Lord have nothing to fear from this horrible age.

Until 5,000 years ago, the Emperor of the world excellently administered his empire,
which extended over the whole earth. The whole people of the earth lived peacefully
and happily. This happiness he owed to an ample production of natural foodstuffs;
grains, fruits, milk, medicinal herbs, precious stones, minerals and all things required
by man. Living beings were even free from bodily pain, mental disturbance, and
disturbance caused by natural phenomena and other living beings. Because they thus
knew a perfect happiness in all respects, the citizens did not feel any resentment
towards the emperor, even if it sometimes broke out conflicts between heads of
state, motivated by political reasons, and linked to the claim of absolute supremacy.
These were duly trained to achieve the ultimate goal of existence. On the other hand,
the people were also sufficiently enlightened not to dwell on futile disputes.

But the influence of the kali age or horrible age, gradually infiltrated the hearts of
kings and their subjects, and altered their wonderful qualities, so that a tense
situation arose between rulers and directed. However, it is still possible, by special
arrangement, to close the loopholes in this age of discord, provided that spiritual
progress and the awareness of God are cultivated.

As the current era progresses, all good qualities in human beings decrease and all
unclean qualities increase. The atheist systems of the so-called religion become
predominant, replacing the codes of Vedic law, [of the Vedas, the original holy
scriptures].

Kings or heads of state become like highwaymen, people in general they devote
themselves to low occupations and all social classes become like workers, craftsmen
and other artists. All cows become like goats, all spiritual hermitages become like
materialistic houses, and family ties extend no further than the immediate
relationship of marriage.

Avatar Kalki is that formidable figure, who must wipe out the mass of atheist beings
born during the Iron Age. Today, while we are still at the beginning of the Dark Age,
the Iron Age, many principles contrary to religion are already in force, and as this age
progresses many other pseudo-religious principles are sure to be introduced into
society. People will forget the true religious principles enunciated by Lord Krishna,
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God, the Supreme Person, before the beginning of the Iron Age, which asks all living
beings to surrender to the Lord. Unfortunately, because of this dark age, the terrible
age, that of discord, quarrels, hypocrisy, indifference, decadence and sin, people
without intelligence do not abandon themselves to God.

Then religion, truthfulness, cleanliness or purity, tolerance, mercy, lifespan, physical
strength and memory will decrease every day due to the powerful influence of the
Iron Age.

During this dark age, wealth alone will be seen as a sign of a man's good birth, good
behavior and good qualities. Law and justice will only be enforced on the basis of its
power.

Men and women will live together simply because of a superficial attraction to the
body, and success in business will depend on deception. Femininity and virility will be
judged on their expertise in matters of sex, and a man will be known to be wise
simply by wearing a sacred thread, a sign of honor.

A person's spiritual position will be determined simply by function of external
symbols, and on this same basis, people will move from one spiritual order to another.
A person's suitability will be seriously questioned if he does not make a good living,
and one who is very skilled at juggling words will be considered a learned scholar.

A person will be judged ungodly if he has no money, and hypocrisy will be accepted
as a virtue. Marriage will be arranged simply by verbal agreement, and a person will
be considered fit to appear in public if they have simply taken a bath.

A sacred place will be considered to consist of only one remotely located water tank,
and the beauty will depend on the hairstyle. Filling the belly will become the goal of
life, and he who is daring will be accepted as truthful. He who can support a family
will be considered an expert man, and the principles of religion will be respected only
for reputation.

As the earth thus becomes filled with a corrupt population, whoever among the
social classes proves himself the strongest will gain political power.

Losing their wives and their possessions to such stingy and ruthless rulers, who will
not behave better than ordinary thieves, the citizens will flee to the mountains and
forests.

Harassed by famine and taxes excessive, people will resort to leaves, roots, flesh, wild
honey, fruits, flowers and seeds. Struck by drought, they will be completely ruined.

The citizens will suffer greatly from the cold, wind, heat, rain and snow. They will still
be tormented by strife, hunger, thirst, sickness and severe anxiety. The maximum
lifespan of Iron Age humans will be fifty years.
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At the end of the Kali Age, the Iron Age, the body size of all creatures will be greatly
reduced, and the religious tenets of followers of social and spiritual classes will be
ruined. The path of the Vedas, the original holy scriptures, will be completely
forgotten by human society, and the so-called religion will be predominantly atheist.

Kings and heads of state and government will be predominantly thieves. The
occupations of men will be theft, lying and unnecessary violence, and all social classes
will be reduced to the lowest level of men, such as workers. Cows will be like goats,
spiritual hermitages will be no different from worldly houses, and family ties will not
extend beyond the immediate ties of marriage.

Most plants and herbs will be tiny and all the trees will appear as semi-dwarf trees.
The clouds will be filled with lightning, the houses will be devoid of piety, and all
human beings will have become donkeys, uneducated beings.

During the Iron Age or Dark Age, heads of state will have become thieves who will
steal money and property from citizens by force or collusion. With the progression of
this Dark Age, we can see that these dishonest practices are already taking place. It is
therefore not difficult to imagine how much civilization will have degenerated at the
end of the Iron Age. In fact, the situation will be such that there will no longer be a
sane person able to know who God is, and to know the bond between us and Him. In
other words, human beings will behave like animals, because they will act like such.

When the non-Aryans, those who come from the lower social classes of society, who
pose as kings will start to practice cannibalism because of the famine that will rage,
and will end up attacking to righteous beings,

When the planet is filled with people who cannot understand logical conversations,
for they will be slow-minded and dull,

When people can no longer be taught, especially in what concerns the high
philosophy relating to the purpose of life, neither will know what to do or how to live,

When people will be unable to change their habits,

When the bad qualities of the present age, the dark age, the terrible age, that of
discord, strife, hypocrisy, indifference, decay and sin will increase to an intolerable
level,

So Krishna, God, the Person Supreme will descend under the aspect of Avatar Kalki,
the Messiah awaited by the Jews and Christians, to destroy all atheistic beings, and
destroy all those who are fixed in irreligion. In truth, Visnu or Krishna, is the only true
protector. The Lord appears in this world to restore order whenever kings and heads
of state do not rule properly.

He will kill all evil demonic beings, all those who live outside the standards of Vedic
culture [of Vedas, the original holy scriptures], such as atheists, and thus will destroy
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the bad state of the world. He does not come to teach, but simply to chastise, punish
and purify the entire planet. He will restore justice to the earth, and the minds of
those living at the end of the Kali Age, the Iron Age, will be awakened and crystal
clear. Human beings who will thus be changed into being righteous in this particular
time will give birth to offspring which will follow the laws of the golden age, the age
of virtue, the age of purity, the age of the truth.

He will gather all the distinguished wise scholars and spiritual guides, and offer the
highest truth. It will eliminate the prolonged hunger of the genuine sages and godly
beings.

He will be the only ruler of the world, the one above whom there is no one, who also
has no equal, who also cannot be controlled, and will be the banner of adorable
victory for the world.

After that a new age, that of virtue will begin.

When the Supreme Lord appeared on earth as Kalki, the upholding of religion, the
golden age, that of virtue will begin, and human society will generate virtuous
descendants.

When the present era is almost over, at the junction point of two ages, that is, when
the kali or iron age ends, the present era, and a beginning of a new era, that of virtue,
when almost all the rulers of the earth have become plunderers, then the Supreme
Person will appear in the village of Sambhala, in the house of the great wise scholar,
Visnu Yasa, and take the name of Kalki.

Kalki means: eternity, eternal time.

The name Kalki is derived from the word Kala, which means: time.

Thus, Kalki can mean: the end of times, or eternity, or the one who will end times.
There is also in Sanskrit the word Kalka, which means: dirt or impurity.

Kalki literally means: eternity, eternal time, the Master of time, the one who can do
everything, the one who removes sins and faults, the destroyer of blemishes, the
destroyer of uncleanness, the purifier.

Kalki is the expression of one who will destroy filth, filth, impurity. Therefore he who
bears this name is the Lord who will put an end to evil, but who is also the destroyer
of ignorance and darkness.

Acting with the power of pure spiritual virtue, He will save the eternal religion. Lord
Visnu, the Supreme Person, the Spiritual Master of all moving and still living beings,
the Supreme Soul of all beings, appears to protect the principles of religion and to
relieve his devotees from the reactions of material activity.
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Also in truth, Kalki is a plenary emanation of Visnu, Himself plenary emanation of the
Absolute Being, Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, in his personal, primordial,
original and absolute form. Kalki is therefore God Himself.

Lord Kalki, the Lord of the universe, will ride his white horse, his swift horse
Devadatta and, flaming sword in hand, will travel all over the earth presenting his
eight mystical opulences and the eight special qualities of his Divinity. Showing his
unparalleled brilliance and riding at high speed, He will kill by the millions those
thieves who dared to dress as kings and heads of state.

By his irresistible power, He will destroy all barbarians, thieves, disbelievers
demoniacs, atheists, and all whose minds are doomed to iniquity and wickedness.

John, in the book the apocalypse specifies: And here is a white horse. The one who
rides him is called Faithful and True, he judges and fights with justice… On his head
are several diadems… The armies which are in the sky follow him on white horses…
From his mouth comes a sharp sword to strike the nations.

Everything that the Lord touches or sees is instantly purified

The Supreme Lord, Krishna, God, the Sovereign Person, descends into this world to
accomplish three missions: to deliver its devotees and believers, annihilate the
demonic disbelievers and restore the principles of spirituality.

In truth, because the Lord is absolute, the first two courses of action ultimately lead
to the same result, although their own nature seems to differ. In fact, the killing of an
evil being by the Lord turns out to be as auspicious when it comes from Him as his
protective gestures in favor of believers or his devotees. In reality, all the demonic
disbelievers who fought against God, and of course who watched him, attained the
kingdom of the Lord, just as his devotees do. Others, located in a neutral position,
nourishing only a slight affection for the Lord while appreciating the beauty of his
face, were immediately raised to the spiritual planets called “Vaikunthas”.

The personal abode Lord Krishna is called Goloka Vrindavana, and the realms where
his full emanations reside are called Vaikunthas. There the Lord manifests his
presence as Narayana.

This spiritual awakening nevertheless takes place in varying degrees. Those whose
love for God grows to the highest level of perfection reach the planet Goloka
Vrindavana in the spiritual realm, while those who have rekindled this love only
incidentally or through simple spiritual contact reach the planets. Vaikunthas.

Basically there is no difference between Goloka Vrindavana and Vaikuntha. But on
the Vaikunthas the Lord is served in infinite opulence, while in Goloka Vrindavana the
service offered to Him takes on the aspect of natural affection. This love for God is
rekindled by contact with pure devotees of the Lord. Those who awaken to the love
of God reach the planets of the spiritual realm.
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The Lord said: I appear from age to age, in order to deliver My devotees, to annihilate
the demonic disbelievers and to restore the principles of spirituality.

It remains, however, that the holy beings absorbed in the devotional service offered
to the Lord with sublime love are rewarded hundreds and thousands of times more
than the demonic disbelievers, and are lifted up to the spiritual planets where they
dwell in his company, for an existence of eternal bliss.

Demonic beings and impersonalists who claim that God is a formless Divine Being, get
to merge into the radiance that emanates from the spiritual body of the Lord, while
holy beings, pure souls, are admitted to the planets spiritual.

Imagine for a moment the difference between just floating in space and being able to
inhabit a planet. The pleasure of spiritual beings living on a planet far exceeds that of
souls deprived of bodies which merge in the molecules of the solar rays. Thus, the
impersonalists are in no way favored over the enemies of the Lord.

In truth, both have access to the same level of spiritual liberation.

The Lord is not obligated to come to this world, but when one of his devotees catches
him to do so, it is for the good of the entire galaxy, that he descends to the earth.

Let us understand, in truth, that when the Lord kills someone, that person is
immediately spiritually purified for having touched or looked at him, and because the
person is concentrating at that time on the Supreme Being when leaving his body.
Thus this person reaches the same destination as the spiritualist who spends years
stabilizing his mind by meditating on God, in order to leave his body while
concentrating on the Supreme Person.

Being killed by God, the Supreme Person, is therefore a great advantage for those
who have an evil mentality, such as demonic disbelievers who otherwise would have
to be directed to lower regions of existence, or even to the infernal planets, to Hell, in
their next life.

The beings who will remain will be transcendentally pure, for all are purified

After all the impostor kings and heads of state have been slain, the inhabitants of
towns and villages will smell the breezes bearing the most sacred fragrance of
sandalwood paste and other decorations of Lord Vasudeva, the full emanation of
Krishna, and their minds will thus become transcendentally pure.

When Lord Vasudeva, the Supreme Person, appears in their hearts in his
transcendent form of the pure virtue, the remaining citizens will repopulate the earth
abundantly.
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When the moon, sun and Jupiter are together in the constellation Cancer, and all
three simultaneously enter the specific region of the sky through which they pass
each day, at this precise moment, the golden age, the age of righteousness will begin.

The Supreme Lord, Visnu, is shining like the sun and is known as the full emanation of
Krishna. When He returned to spiritual heaven, the Iron Age entered this world, and
people then began to enjoy sinful activities.

As long as Lord Krishna, consort of the Goddess of Fortune, touched the earth with
his lotus-like feet, the Iron Age was powerless to rule this planet.

When the constellation of the seven sages crosses the sign of the scorpion, the iron
age begins. It corresponds to 1,200 years of celestial beings.

When the great sages of the constellation of the seven wise men pass from the sign
of scorpio to that of sagittarius, the Iron Age will have all its strength, starting from
King Nanda and his dynasty

Those who scientifically understand the past state that on the very day of Lord
Krishna's departure for the spiritual world, the influence of the Iron Age, the Black
Age began.

After the thousand heavenly years of the Iron Age [432,000 Earth Years], the golden
age or age of virtue will manifest again. At that time, the spirit of all human beings
will become luminous.

The Lord says: Abandon yourself to Me, and I will protect you from all perils.

By his mercy without cause, the Lord supports all those who renew the bond of love
with Him, who abandon themselves to Him, and serve Him with love and devotion.

Addressing Ezekiel, the Lord said: I will sprinkle pure water on you [pure water
symbolizes spiritual cleansing], and you will be cleansed. I will cleanse you from all
your defilements. I will give you a new heart, and I will put a new spirit within you. I
will take away the heart of stone out of your body, and I will give you a heart of flesh.
I will put My Spirit within you, and I will cause you to follow My ordinances and
observe and practice My laws.

At the end of the dark age, the present age, which continues for 427,000 years again,
two holy kings will revive the pious dynasties of the celestial being master of the sun,
Vivasvan, and of the celestial being master of the moon, Candra.

One of these kings is Devapi, a brother of Maharaja Santanu, and the other is Maru, a
descendant of Iksvaku [the son of Manu, the father of mankind]. They are biding their
time incognito, in a village called Kalapa. Devapi, and Maru both possess great
mystical strength and still live in the village of Kalapa.
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At the end of the Iron Age, these two kings, having received instructions directly from
the Supreme Person, Vasudeva, return to human society and restore the eternal
religion of man, characterized by respect and enforcement of social and spiritual class
divisions, just as it was before.

The cycle of the four ages; the Golden Age, Silver Age, Copper Age, and Iron Age
continue perpetually among living things on earth, repeating the same general
sequence of events.

All of these kings and all other human beings come to this earth and claim their rights,
but in the end, they all have to forsake this world and face their destruction.

Even though a person's body may now have the designation “king”, its name will
eventually be “worms”, “faeces” or “ashes”. What can a person who injures other
living things for the sake of his body know for his own self-benefit, since his activities
simply lead him to hell?

The era of discord, quarrels, hypocrisy, indifference, decadence and sin began 5,000
years ago, which sees abounding conflicts, ignorance, irreligion and vice, where virtue
has practically disappeared, lasts 432,000 years. In this age, immorality increases to
such an extent that in the end the Supreme Lord appears in person, in the form of
Avatar Kalki, to overcome demonic beings, save his devotees, restore spirituality, and
to inaugurate a new age, that of the golden age, the age of virtue, purity and truth.
Then the cycle resumes.

When Lord Kalki brings forth the next golden age, the age of virtue or the age of
purity and truth, and delivered the earth and all that remains of civilization from the
effects of the dark age, He will return to his eternal home with all his entourage and
his heavenly host.

After Lord Kalki returns to his eternal home, when the Kali Age survivors were
enlightened and spiritually transformed, the era changes overnight. The minds of all
people will become enlightened, and with inevitable force the golden age, the age of
virtue, purity and truth sets in.

Living beings will then realize their true spiritual soul identity. Each of them will know
in conscience to be a spiritual entity. They will acquire piety, devotion, tranquility and
a clear conscience.

Then the perfect beings, the accomplished, enlightened and perfected devotees who
had remained on an Edenic planet in the upper region of the galaxy until the end of
the dark age, return to earth, and again act openly. They join the seven wise men
who are also returning, and together, educate everyone about the spiritual life, the
Vedic knowledge, [of the Vedas, the original holy scriptures], and the progressive
organization of society, the restoration of the four. social and spiritual classes, for a
peaceful and fulfilling existence.
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Thus, human beings flourish and perform sacred rites, and the sages will remain in
authority to continue the advancement of the new golden age, the age of virtue,
purity and truth. All beings then now walk with Krishna, God, the Supreme Person,
they take pleasure in abandoning themselves to Him and serving Him with love and
devotion.

The future Manus or fathers of humanity, and future appearances
of Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, in the guise of Visnu or
Avatars.

Manu means: father of humanity, ancestor of humanity, man or human being. He is
the first human being and is comparable to Adam.

Manu is, in truth, a manifestation of the Lord.

In reality, humanity originates from Manu. From this name derives the Sanskrit word
“manusah”, which means “human being” or “coming from Manu”.

Manu himself descends from Brahma, the first being created.

The function of the Manu, or father of humanity, is to populate the entire galaxy and
to establish the laws necessary for the harmonious functioning of a just and balanced
society. He also belongs to the group of the twelve great authorities in matters of
spirituality. They are all great saints, great wise scholars, fathers of religion.

The current era is that of Vaivasvata Manu. According to astronomical calculations,
we are now in the twenty-eighth cycle, that of Vaivasvata Manu.

In one day of Brahma, the demiurge, the first created being and ruler of our galaxy,
succeed fourteen fathers of humanity, which each live for a period spanning seventy-
one cycles. Each of these cycles consists of four ages: the Golden Age, the Silver Age,
the Copper Age and the Iron Age.

We are currently in the period of Vaivasvata's reign Manu. We are currently going
through the twenty-eighth cycle, the one that corresponds to the reign of Vaivasvata,
the present father of humanity.

Each Manu or father of mankind lives seventy-one periods of four ages, and fourteen
of these fathers of mankind follow one another during a day of Brahma, the demiurge
and regent of our galaxy placed in this position by Krishna, God, the Supreme Person.
Each galaxy is governed by a Brahma. A Brahma day corresponds to a thousand cycles
of four ages, and as many its night. A cycle consists of the Golden Age, Silver Age,
Copper Age, and Iron Age. Also, these four ages repeated a thousand times form one
day in the life of Brahma, the celestial being second creator, and each of his nights
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lasts as long. A Brahma day lasts 4,320,000,000 years, four billion three hundred and
twenty million earth years.

Brahma lives one hundred (100) years, which corresponds to 311 trillion 40 billion
(311,040,000,000,000) of our earth years, then dies. However, this extraordinary
longevity, which seems almost endless to us, is but a brief flash in the flow of eternity.

Vaivasvata Manu, also called Sraddhadeva Manu, is the son of Vivasvan, the celestial
being master of the sun.

Here are the names of the fourteen fathers of humanity: 1) Svayambhuva,
2) Svarocisa, 3) Uttama, 4) Tamasa, 5) Raivata, 6) Caksusa, 7) Vaivasvata or
Sraddhadeva, 8) Savarni, 9) Daksa-savarni, 10) Brahma-savarni, 11) Dharma-savarni,
12) Radraputra (Radra-savarni), 13) Raucya, or Deva-savarni, 14) Bhautyaka (Indra-
savarni).

Of these fourteen fathers of humanity, the first six have already come. I will therefore
tell you about the other eight, from the seventh to the fourteenth to come.

We are currently in the era of Vaivasvata or Sraddhadeva, the seventh father of
humanity. The eighth will appear in millions of years, and its name will be Savarni.
The original holy scriptures can predict what will happen millions and millions of
years in advance.

The seventh father of mankind, son of Vivasvan, is called Sraddhadeva, and his reign
under the rule of God lasts 306,720,000 years. He has ten sons whose names are:
Iksvaku, Nabhaga, Dhrsta, Saryati, Narisyanta, Nabhaga, Dista, Tarusa, Prsadhra and
Vasuman. In the reign of this father of humanity, we find among the celestial beings,
the Adityas, the vasus, the Rudras, the Visvedeva, the Maruts, the Asvini-kumaras
and the Rbhus. The king of the heavens [upper region of the galaxy, which includes
very many paradisiacal planets], Indra, is Purandara, and the seven sages are Kagyapa,
Atri, Vasistha, Visvamitra, Gautama, Jamadagni and Bharadvaja.

During this period of 306,720,000 years, reign of Sraddhadeva, the father of mankind,
Visnu, God, the Supreme Person, will appear from the womb of Aditi as the son of
Kasyapa, as the youngest of all twelve heavenly beings, son Aditi, known as the dwarf
Vamana.

During the period of 306,720,000 years that follows, Savarni, the eighth father of
humanity, reigns. Among his sons, the most important is Nirmoka, and among the
celestial beings are the Sustapas. Bali, son of Virocana is Indra, and Galava and
Parasurama are among the seven sages.

In this era of Savarni, the eighth father of mankind, the most powerful Supreme Lord
will appear under the name of Sarvabhauma, son of Davaguhya and Saraswati. He will
take away from Purandara [Indra, king of the heavens, king of the Edenic planets] his
kingdom to give it to Bali Maharaja.
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During this ninth period of 306,720,000 years, the ninth father of humanity is Daksa-
savarni. Among his sons there is in particular Bhutaketu, and among the celestial
beings are the Paras and the Maricigarbhas. The king of the heavens, Indra, will be
called Adbhuta, and Dyutiman will be one of the seven sages.

: During the reign of Daksa Savarni, the ninth father of mankind, Avatar Rsabhadeva,
a partial manifestation of God, the Supreme Person, will appear as the son of
Ayusman and Ambudhara. It will allow Indra, Adbhuta, to enjoy the riches of the
three worlds [the galaxy is divided into three regions: The upper region made up of
very many Edenic, paradisiacal planets, the intermediate region made up of very
many planets of terrestrial types, and the region lower, composed of many infernal
planets, Hell. The three worlds are also called the three regions].

During this tenth period of 306,720,000 years, the tenth father of mankind will be
called Brahma-savarni. Among his sons stands out Bhurisena, and among the seven
wise men, Havisman. Among the celestial beings are the Suvasanas, and Sambhu is
Indra.

In the house of the wise scholar Visvasrasta, the Avatar Visvaksena, a full
manifestation of God, the Supreme Person, will appear from the womb of Visuci. He
will befriend Sambhu, King Indra.

During this eleventh period of 306,720,000 years, the eleventh father of mankind will
be called Dharma-savarni. He has ten sons, among them Satyadharma. Among the
celestial beings we find the Vihangamas, Indra will be called Vaidhrta, and the seven
sages are headed by Aruna.

During the reign of Dharma-savarni, the eleventh father of humanity, will appear
Dharmasetu, a partial manifestation of God, the Supreme Person, from the womb of
Vaidhrta, the wife of Aryaka. He will rule the three worlds.

During this twelfth period of 306,720,000 years, the twelfth father of mankind will be
called Rudra-savarni. Devavan, Upadeva and Devagrestha are among his sons. The
celestial beings are represented in particular by the Haritas, Indra will be called
Rtadhama, and among the sages are Tapomurti, Tapasvi and Agnidhraka.

Sunrta and Satyasaha will have for sons Svadhama, a partial manifestation of God,
the Supreme Person, who will rule during this period.

During this period of 306,720,000 years, the thirteenth father of humanity will be
called Deva-savarni. Among his sons is Citrasena, and celestial beings are represented
among others by Sukarmas and Sutramas. Divaspati will be the king of the heavens,
and Nirmoka and Tattvadarsa will be among the seven sages.

A partial manifestation of God, the Supreme Person, known as Yogesvara, will appear
as the son of Devahotra, and his mother will be Brhati. He will act for the prosperity
of Divaspati.
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During this period of 306,720,000 years, the fourteenth father of humanity will be
called Indra-savarni. He will have for son, Uru, Gambhira and Budha. The Pavitras and
the Caksusas will be found among the celestial beings, and Suci will be Indra, the king
of the heavens. Agni, bahu, Suci, Suddha, magadha and other great ascetics will be
the seven sages.

God, the Supreme Person, will appear in the womb of Vitana, the wife of Satrayana.
This Supreme divine manifestation will be known as Brhadbhanu, and will direct
spiritual activities.

The total duration of the reigns of these fathers of mankind is one thousand times
four million three hundred thousand years [1,000 x 4,300,000]. The reign of the
fathers of mankind, under the rule of God, will span a period corresponding to
4,320,000,000 years.

The particular signs of Krishna, his plenary emanations and the Avatars.

: One who impersonates an Avatar, but whose name is not mentioned in the original
scriptures, is only a liar, an impostor.

It is the same with him whom some claim to be an Avatar, and who are unable to cite
the sacred book in which his name is inscribed. In truth, the latter is not an Avatar.

On the other hand, the true Avatar possesses the signs of his Divinity. All Avatars,
manifestations of the Supreme Lord who descend into this world, are plenary
emanations of Lord Krishna, or emanations of his plenary emanations. But He,
Krishna, is God in Person, in his original most complete form.

In order to avoid anyone pretending to be Avatar, let us know that the latter will be
recognized by the particular signs and characteristics of his Divinity, which he wears
on his body, the palms of his hands and the soles of his feet.

On the soles of his feet he has written: A standard, a lightning bolt, a mahout's staff, a
fish, a parasol, a lotus flower and a disk

On the palms of his hands He has: A lotus flower and a chariot wheel.

Seven parts of his body glow with a reddish glow: His eyes, the palms of his hands,
the soles of his feet, his palate, his lips and his nails.

Krishna, God, the Supreme Person has besides a peacock feather that adorns her
beautiful black curly hair, and a tuft of white hairs on her broad chest. A large flower
necklace hangs from her neck. On the other hand, He alone can manifest His gigantic
universal form, consisting of the entire cosmic manifestation.

In truth, if God has manifested this universal form, it is precisely to put the fools in
their place, so that one considers for Avatar only the one who will know how to
manifest this gigantic form, as Lord Krishna did.
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Let people not be fooled by simulators who claim to be equal with God, Krishna, but
who are unable to act like the Lord, who have no signs of his Divinity, and who do
could not manifest this form which contains the whole galaxy.

The administration of the galaxy.

The Manus or fathers of humanity, their sons, the great sages, the Indra [Indra, title
given to the king of heavens, to the king of the paradisiacal planets which make up
the upper region of the galaxy], and all celestial beings are appointed by God, the
Supreme Person, who appears in various forms of Avatars.

The fathers of humanity and other personalities are chosen by these divine Avatars,
under whose direction they manage universal affairs. The fathers of mankind carry
out the orders of the various Avatars of Krishna or Visnu, God, the Supreme Person.
At the end of each cycle of four ages, the great wise scholars, seeing that the eternal
duties of mankind are not fulfilled, restore the tenets of religion.

From the Golden Age to the Iron Age, the tenets of religion and the prescribed duties
gradually deteriorate. In the golden age, religious principles are perfectly observed,
without deviation. In the Silver Age these principles are somewhat neglected and only
three quarters of religious duties are observed. In the Copper Age half of the religious
principles are maintained, and in the Iron Age, the present Age, only a quarter, until
no trace remains. At the end of the Iron Age, religious principles or the duties
prescribed to mankind are almost lost. In the Iron Age, the one we are in, when only
five thousand years have passed, the decline of spiritual sonship is already very
marked.

The duty of holy people, therefore, is to dedicate themselves seriously to the cause of
this spiritual parentage and to try to restore it for the benefit of all mankind. The
entire Iron Age is marred by imperfections. It’s an endless ocean of mistakes. The
eternal duty of the human being is to serve Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, with
love and devotion.

The Manus or father of mankind diligently carry out the instructions of God, the
Supreme Person, and directly restore the principles of duty in its entirety.

The Lord said: I gave this imperishable science, the science of yoga [science of union
and communion with God], to Vivasvan, the celestial being of the sun, and Vivasvan
taught it to Manu, the father of mankind, and manu taught it to Iksvaku [his son].

To enjoy the fruits of the sacrifices, the rulers of the world, in particular the sons and
grandsons of the father of humanity, carry out the orders of God, the Supreme
Person, until the end of the reign of their father and grandfather. The heavenly
beings also share the fruits of these sacrifices

The Lord said: Supreme knowledge, transmitted from master to disciple, this is how
the holy kings received and realized it.
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The way of spiritual sonship extends from the father of humanity to Iksvaku, and
from Iksvaku to his sons and grandsons. The rulers of the world in the hierarchical
order carry out the order of God, the Supreme Person, in accordance with the system
of spiritual sonship.

Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu is the Avatar of God, the Supreme Person, for the age
current iron, and it can very easily be satisfied by vigorously propagating the chanting
of the Holy Names of Krishna “Hare Krishna” throughout the world.

Indra, the king of heaven, receiving blessings from God, the Supreme Person, and
thus enjoying sublime riches, provides for the needs of living beings in the three
worlds, causing rain to fall in abundance on all the planets.

In every age, God, the Supreme Person, Hari, manifests in the form of Avatar Sanaka,
in order to preach transcendental knowledge in the form of great sages such as
Yajnavalkya, for the purpose of teaching the way of karma, and in the form of great
spiritualists like Dattatreya, in order to teach the way of yoga, of the bond which
unites with God.

For the benefit of all human society, not only does the Lord manifest himself as the
father of mankind for the purpose of properly ruling the galaxy, but He also appears
in the form of a tutor, a spiritualist, of a great wise scholar or other, for the good of
all mankind.

The duty of men, therefore, is to follow the path of action defined by the Supreme
Lord. In the present era, the essence of all Vedic knowledge [of the Vedas, the
original holy scriptures] will be found in the Bhagavad-gita, [Words of Krishna, Christ,
God, the Supreme Person] which is personally enunciated by God Himself.

This same Supreme Person, appearing in the guise of Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu,
the Golden Avatar, spreads the teachings of the Bhagavad-gita throughout the world.

In other words, God, the Supreme Person, Hari, is so good and so merciful to mankind
that He remains ever eager to bring fallen souls back to their original home, to Him,
to His absolute and eternal kingdom.

In the form of Prajapati Marici, God, the Supreme Person, begets descendants.
Becoming the king, He kills thieves and robbers, and in the form of time, He destroys
everything.

We must see all the different characteristics of material existence as being
characteristics of God, the Supreme Person

All the causes and effects which determine the creation, maintenance and
annihilation of the material world, are indeed brought about by the One Supreme
Person. In a day of Brahma there are many changes.
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Krishna, God, the Supreme Person controls everything and decides everything, He
alone rules. Nothing can happen or take place if the Lord has not decided it
beforehand.

In truth, God knows all about the past, present and future of the galaxy, of the
planets that compose it, as of all living beings. Nothing can be lacking in this world,
for the Lord watches over and sustains all beings.

Truly, the process of creation and annihilation of the galaxy is
endless. This is why there is no definitive end of the world.

By this teaching, I wish to restore the truth about “the end of the world”, and to put
an end to the false revelations coming from false writings, of so-called knowing, false
spiritual guides, psychic seers and other self-proclaimed mediums, who have no gift,
no real knowledge of the spiritual and even less of existential truth, and who by their
lie misguide or mislead the humanity.

Human beings generally adopt the ideals of their parent, feed off their culture and
tradition, and often assimilate the concepts of other peoples, or if they are not simply
coerced and thus misled by mediocre and questionable spirit guides. Sometimes they
are marginalized by nationalists. This is how they give up knowledge just for the
worse.

It is this degeneration that leads human beings to decay. Let us not remain blocked or
frozen, but let us evolve by relying on the just word and the teaching, sure, of God.

In truth, the material world has no end. There is no real and final end of the world.
The material cosmos, which contains millions of galaxies floating in it, is an eternal
world.

The planet earth is destroyed periodically in a cycle of eight billion six hundred and
forty million years, then it is recreated as it was before, in an endless cycle of creation
and destruction. So there is nothing to worry about.

The galaxy which is ours, “the Milky Way”, is also destroyed at the end of Brahma's
life, then after a time equivalent to the duration of its existence, it is recreated again
identically, as it was before, in a perpetual cycle. This is the case for each galaxy.

Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, presents the material world as a temporary place,
ceaselessly created, destroyed and recreated, in an endless cycle.

The Lord is the creator of the entire material cosmos in which float millions of
galaxies that the Indian sacred texts call “universe”. Each galaxy is ruled by a Brahma,
who rules under the authority of God.
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After receiving knowledge from God, the Supreme person, and following a very long
period of austerity, Brahma, the demiurge, the first created, the ancestor of human
beings and ruler of our galaxy, is empowered and placed in this position by Krishna,
God, the Supreme Lord. He therefore acts as the second creator, creates the galaxy
“The Milky Way”, and asks the ancestors of mankind to generate offspring on each
planet. Brahma lives on his own planet, Brahmaloka, the highest planet in our galaxy.

In reality, a day of Brahma who lives much longer than us human beings on earth, i.e.
twelve hours, is equivalent to a thousand cycles of four ages; the Satya or the Golden
Age, the Treta or the Silver Age, the Dvapara or the Copper Age and the Kali or the
Iron Age. Each cycle lasts for 4,320,000,000 of our earth years. We are now living in
the Iron Age, which lasts 432,000 years, and only 5,000 years have passed. Preceded
this last age, the copper age which lasts 864,000 years, the silver age which lasts
1,296,000 years, and the golden age, the age of truth, which lasts 1,728,000 years. A
night of equal duration follows the day.

There are thirty days in a month, and twelve months in a year. As Brahma lives one
hundred years, his longevity according to our calculations is therefore
4,320,000,000 x 1,000 x 2 x 30 x 12 x 100 = 311,040,000,000,000 earth years.

Brahma therefore lives one hundred (100) years, which corresponds to 311 trillion
40 billion [311,040,000,000,000] of our earth years, then dies. This extraordinary
longevity, which just seems almost infinite to us, is but a brief flash in the flow of
eternity.

If Brahma's life seems very long to us compared to ours, then what will insects say
like the ephemeral that lives its hundred years in the space of a single day.

The final annihilation of the galaxy is not for tomorrow.

In reality, the duration of the existence of the galaxy corresponds to the lifespan of
Brahma. However, Brahma is now in the middle of his life, or about fifty (50) years. So
he still has 155,520,000,000,000 years [155 trillion 520 billion] to live.

It will be the same for our galaxy, for which the final annihilation or final annihilation
will therefore not occur before 155,520 million years. It is therefore a considerable
number of years before our galaxy is completely destroyed. These billions of years
are truly a flash of eternity. We still have a lot of time ahead of us.

When Brahma dies, his planet, Brahmaloka, is destroyed. Life on this supreme planet
of our galaxy seems incredibly long compared to life on earth, but it is fast compared
to eternal life. When Brahma dies, whatever galaxy is wiped out, and will reappear
several million years later, i.e. after a period equivalent to that of its existence.

In truth, this process of creation and of annihilation is endless. This is why there is no
final end of the world. Sometimes material galaxies are created and sometimes wiped
out, but always recreated anew.
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This is why Lord Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, in the book of which He Himself is
the author “La Bhagavad-gita”, “Words of Krishna, Christ, God, the Supreme Person”,
emphasizes the unique quality of his kingdom.

He reveals to us that at the death of Brahma, all the planets of the material galaxy are
annihilated. The beings who are not destined for the spiritual path then subsist in an
unmanifest, ethereal state, then after a certain time, when the galaxy manifests again,
they take up a body of matter again.

The galaxy is dissolved in two ways.

In truth, the galaxy is dissolved in two ways:

One, partial, occurs every 4 billion 320 million [4,320,000,000] of earth years or solar
years, at the time when Brahma, the ruler of the galaxy takes his nightly rest. It is at
this moment that occurs “the flood” for example.

The other, total, where the whole galaxy is destroyed, takes place at the end of
Brahma's life, when it has reached its hundred (100) years, that is to say 311 trillion
40 billion [311,040,000,000,000] of terrestrial years or solar years.

This is what happens at the moment of final annihilation. This is the way the
galaxy is destroyed.

As the annihilation of the galaxy approaches, a terrible drought is unfolding all over
the earth for one hundred (100) years. For a hundred years, the sun's heat gradually
increases and its blazing heat begins to torment the three worlds; the upper region of
the galaxy populated by many Edenic, paradisiacal planets, the intermediate region
populated by many planets of terrestrial types, and the lower region, called “the hell”,
populated by many infernal planets.

From Patalaloka, the lowest planet located in Hell, a fire develops emanating from
the mouth of Lord Sankarsana, the full emanation of Krishna. These upward flames,
driven by strong winds, burn everything in all directions.

Hordes of clouds called samvartaka pour down torrents of rain for a hundred years.
Sprays of rain as big and long as those that shoot from elephant trunks, inundate
everything, and the deadly precipitation submerges the entire galaxy in water.

Then, Vairaja Brahma, the soul of the universal form abandons his universal body,
and enters the subtle (ethereal, spiritual) nature, unmanifest, like a fire that lacks fuel.

Deprived of its quality of aroma by the wind, the earth element is transformed into
water, and water, deprived of its taste by this same wind, merges with fire. Fire,
deprived of its form by darkness, dissolves in the air element. When air loses its touch
quality by the influence of space, the air merges into that space. When space is
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deprived of its tangible quality by the Supreme Soul in the form of Time, space
merges into a false ego in ignorance.

The material senses and intelligence merge into a false ego in the passion from which
they arose, and the spirit, along with the heavenly beings, merges into a false ego in
virtue. Then the total false ego, with all its qualities, merges into the aggregate of the
twenty four elements of material nature.

This is maya, the illusory energy of the Supreme Person. This illusory power, made up
of the three attributes and modes of influence of material nature; virtue, passion and
ignorance, is empowered by the Lord for the creation, maintenance and annihilation
of the material galaxy.

When the time of devastation comes, and Anantadeva, the full emanation of Krishna,
desires to destroy all creation, He becomes slightly angry. Then from the middle of his
eyebrows appears Rudra (Siva), who has three eyes and wields a trident. This Rudra,
also known as Sankarsana, full emanation of Krishna, embodies the eleven Rudras
(the eleven manifestations of Siva). He appears to destroy the entire galaxy.

When the time comes for annihilation, Siva, disheveled, pierces the masters of
different directions with his trident. He laughs and dances proudly, scattering his
hands like flags, just as the storm scatters clouds across the world. Its power is
enormous.

At the moment of dissolution, Siva, his trident in hand, performs a dance above the
rulers of the different planets. Her hair is falling into disarray as the clouds scatter in
all directions, in order to flood the various planets in incessant torrents of rain.
During the last phase of this apocalypse, all the planets are flooded, and it is Siva's
dance, known as “dance of dissolution”, which causes this flood.

Each creation gives to beings individual and distinct from God, the opportunity to end
their life conditioned by matter and the energy of illusion. When they do not take this
opportunity and return to Krishna, to their original abode in the kingdom of God,
then Lord Sankarsana becomes angry.

It is for this reason that the eleven emanations of Rudras or Siva, come out from the
middle of Lord Sankarsana's eyebrows, and together they destroy the entire creation,
the entire galaxy.

At the moment of total annihilation, everything returns to God

After millions and millions of years of existence, when Brahma's life ends, then comes
the annihilation of the galaxy.

At this moment there, the five elements of matter, earth, water, fire, air and ether,
enter the ultimate totality of matter, global, integral material energy, which itself is
reabsorbed, by the force of time, in the total and unmanifested set of material energy,
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which in turn enters into the global material energy in the unmanifest state, finally
the latter enters into the body of God, the Supreme Person.

In either of these two annihilations or annihilation, the material energy and the
marginal energy made up of the individual spiritual souls that each of us is, resorb
into the body of the Supreme Lord. Living beings or souls then remain there asleep,
until the material galaxy is recreated again. These are the ways of the creation,
maintenance, and destruction of the material galaxy.

Here are two examples of destruction of galaxies.

Scientists witnessed on October 1, 2014 at 7:04 a.m., the destruction of an entire
galaxy

It is written in the original holy scriptures: At the end of time, the annihilation of the
entire galaxy will occur. In the three planetary systems of the galaxy, all beings begin
to suffer from the heat produced by the energy of destruction released by the
Supreme Eternal, which originated the annihilating fire. Everyone then thinks of the
fire which, come the time of annihilation, destroys the entire galaxy.

In Science et Vie N° 1199 we can read: Where does this strange flash of X-rays
detected by the Chandra telescope?

One hundred and fifteen particles of light which testify that at the other end of the
cosmos, an apocalypse took place, that a world ended in a gigantic explosion. They
even found the probable origin of the signal: a galaxy in the direction of the luminous
point.

Astrophysicists have since witnessed many other destructions of galaxies, such as the
one that took place on March 5, 2020.

A gigantic explosion, the largest to have occurred in the material cosmos. It is very
difficult to remember the event that destabilized the Ophiuchus cluster of galaxies, so
extraordinary it is, NASA wrote in its statement.

The Lord created the material cosmos, in order to enclose the galaxies there. In truth,
the material cosmos is like a cloud floating in the spiritual sky represented by the
spiritual world, three times the size of the material cosmos.

The Lord, the Architect and the Supreme Master builder, has perfectly ordered the
galaxies so that they are agglomerated or united in clusters like clusters. In truth, all
galaxies are united in vertical clusters, and are separately covered by seven (7)
distinct layers, each ten (10) times thicker than the previous one, which explains, that
although they are united in cluster, the distance between them is immense. There are
a considerable number of clusters or clusters of galaxies in the cosmos.
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The explosion was so huge, that we could have placed about fifteen galaxies the size
of “The Milky Way”, in the space caused in the hot gas of the Ophiuchus cluster.

The galaxy cluster is the largest known structure in the material cosmos. It is gravity
that holds together these groups containing thousands of galaxies, dark matter
[ethereal or spiritual matter also called anti-matter] and hot gases.

La “gravity” which scientists speak of, is actually God's own powerful energy, thanks
to which the Lord keeps galaxies, planets and other various stars or bodies suspended
in space, in their orbit, or in clusters of galaxies.

According to the researchers, the source of the explosion is located in a large galaxy
lodged towards the center of the cluster. It is she who is responsible for this
debauchery of eruptive energy which has dug a hole in the intergalactic environment
around him.

Today, scientists can no longer observe jets of matter, but only the effects that these
got in plasma. Only a faint source of radio waves and X-rays remains to testify to the
cavity created by the unlikely explosion.

Several observatories were used: NASA's “Chandra” space telescope and ESA's XMM-
Newton space observatory for X-rays, as well as the Murchison Widefield Array radio
telescope in Australia and the Giant Matrewave Radio Telescope in India.

Until now, the record was held by an explosion that took place in the galaxy cluster
MS 0735.6 + 7421. An event spotted in 2003, which would seem almost ridiculous,
since the explosion of Ophiuchus released five times more energy.

When the time of the new creation comes, the Lord manifests the galaxy
again, as it was before.

Living beings are automatically resorbed into the body of the Lord at the end of the
hundred years of life of Brahma. But thus reabsorbed in Him, the individual beings
retain their own identity, and as soon as, by the will of God, creation returns to the
manifested state, all the beings hitherto inactive and as if asleep in a mystical sleep,
find themselves free to resume their various activities, in line with their previous
conditions of existence. This is called “the principle of awakening” after sleep and
resuming his own activities.

When a human being sleeps at night he forgets his identity, his duties and all of its
activities in the waking state. But as soon as he regains consciousness, all he has to do
comes to his mind, and he then resumes his activities.

Likewise, living beings remain in the body of the Supreme Person as long as the
annihilation of the galaxy. But as soon as the time of creation comes again, they wake
up, and resume their unfinished business.
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The Lord said: With the day of Brahma all varieties of beings are born, and his night
come, all are annihilated. Endlessly, day after day, day after day is reborn, and each
time myriads of beings are brought back into existence. Endlessly, night after night
falls night, and with it beings in annihilation helplessly. There is however another
world, it eternal, beyond the two states, manifested and unmanifested of matter.
Supreme world, which never perishes. When everything in the material galaxy is
dissolved, it remains intact.

The Lord still says: For I am creating new heavens and a new earth. The events of the
beginning will no longer be remembered, they will no longer come to mind.
(Isaiah 65: 17)

For as the new heavens and the new earth which I am making will be before me, so
will your offspring and your name be.
(Isaiah 66: 22)

The annihilation of the galaxy is not for tomorrow. And even though the Lord
annihilates the galaxy, some time later he recreates it again as it was before, and all
beings come back into existence, find a material body and resume their activities
where they had left them in. the last manifestation.

God, by his goodness without cause and his infinite mercy, recreates the galaxy anew,
so that the fallen and conditioned souls by the matter come to the spiritual
realization, that they surrender themselves to Him, and reach liberation. The Lord's
desire, that all fallen souls return to their original abode, in the eternal and absolute
kingdom of God, that they may live happily there for eternity.

The Lord adds: At the end of an age, when Brahma's lifespan comes to an end, all
material creations return to Me, and at the beginning of the next age, when again
time is proper to creation, for example through My outer power [the material energy
of the Lord], I am creating again.

I want you to know this, I am the source of all that is. I am the seed, that is, the
fundamental principle of this world of moving and still entities. I am the substance of
matter, the material cause and the efficient spiritual cause.

Nothing is separate from My Person. The entire cosmic manifestation rests in Me, it is
not separate from Me. Before creation, I already existed. Never, in any place, under
any circumstance, can we be separated, for I am present everywhere. The whole
galaxy, by a simple spark of my Person, I penetrate and support it.

I grant faith and refuge to whoever abandons himself to Me and vows to serve Me
forever, for such is My nature.

At the end of time, when the final annihilation of the galaxy has occurred, the Lord
himself, in the form of Rudra, the destroyer of worlds, annihilates the entire creation,
the entire galaxy. The entire creation is the work of God, the Supreme Person, in his
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form of Brahma. He sustains her in her form of Visnu and destroys her in her form of
Rudra or Siva. Creation, support and destruction or end of the world are thus
accomplished in due time.

The soul embodied and conditioned by matter and the energy of illusion which, in its
lack of insight, considers this temporary world as its permanent home, must
understand intelligently, the reason for cycle of repetitive creation and destruction.

Those who cling to the fruits of their deeds in this world, want to create gigantic
residences, big companies, enormous industrial powers and other large-scale projects,
ignore that they will finally have to give up everything against their will, when death
occurs, to start another existence where the same cycle will be repeated.

What is the major reason why the Lord wants to recreate the destroyed
material manifestation, the destroyed material galaxy?

In truth, the Lord desires to recreate the material manifestation, in order to give souls
conditioned by matter and the energy of illusion hitherto dormant in oblivion, a new
opportunity to redeem themselves.

The material manifestation, namely the material galaxy, allows conditioned souls the
possibility of returning to God, to their original home, located in the eternal and
absolute kingdom of the Lord. It’s his first goal.

The Lord shows such goodness, that in the absence of this manifestation, He
experiences as a lack, hence the creation.

The whole creation process aims to awaken to the real existence, that of the spiritual
consciousness, the conditioned souls hitherto asleep, so that they can become as
perfect as the souls. forever freed who live on the spiritual planets, in the kingdom of
God.

Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, loves to see all the entities emanating from his
different powers share with Him the sublime happiness of spiritual bliss, for to
participate in the eternal satisfaction of the Lord constitutes the highest perfection of
the existence, all of spiritual bliss and eternal knowledge.

To give hope to these foolish beings who waste their energy in this fleeting world, the
Lord reveals that there is another world, eternal, which is not subject to the cycle of
creation and destruction. It also clarifies that it is given to the conditioned soul to
know how it should act and use its precious existence. Instead of wasting its energy in
manipulating matter, which by the supreme will is doomed to irreparable destruction,
the conditioned soul should use its energy to serve the Lord with love and devotion,
in order to be able to access this other world, which knows neither birth, nor death,
nor creation, nor destruction, but offers an eternal existence, all of knowledge and
bliss.
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Creation is thus temporarily manifested and then destroyed for the sole purpose of
instructing the conditioned being, who remains attached to the ephemeral. It is
therefore also intended to enable him to attain spiritual realization and thus to attain
the perfection of existence.

Krishna, God, the Supreme Person, is the ultimate goal of existence.
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